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15
16

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Call the Land Use Committee to order.

17

(Gavel.)

18

you for attending our recessed meeting of June 17th,

19

2002.

20

LU-19.

21

the LU-5 item we are looking at ago and rural,

22

two working off of ag., because we're going to be

23

looking at converting some of the ago land and try

24

and make it rural as well.

25

land use definition of open space.

Good morning, Council members, and thank

This morning we are discussing Items LU-5 and
LU-5 is the revision of the Ag. Bill and in

In LU-19, this is the
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1

we'll be discussing both of these items.

2

have John Summers from the Department who is going

3

to be giving us an overview of these two proposals

4

to take out to the public as well as we're going to

5

be asking to be able to discuss modifications to the

6

Ag. Bill in respect to what we're doing with the

7

rural zoning, because it's all part of the same

8

package in how we're modifying and working within

9

our ago communities.
Okay.

10

And we

We have received a call from DeGray

11

Vanderbilt, who had signed up to testify at the last

12

meeting.

13

little late.

14

DeGray comes in if we could ask him to testify at

15

that time.

16

signed up to testify at this time.

He's at the airport and he's going to be a
So I would ask your indulgence when

I believe there's no one else that

So, John, if you could start off your

17
18

presentation on the open space zoning.

19

19

LAND-USE DEFINITIONS (OPEN SPACE ZONING
DISTRICT ORDINANCE) (C.C. No. 02-114)

20
21

MR. SUMMERS:

Thank you, Committee Chair Arakawa and

22

members of the Land Use Committee and the public.

23

My name is John Summers.

24

Department.

25

Open Space Zoning Ordinance.

I'm with the Planning

This presentation is on the proposed
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1

Now, what we wanted to discuss about in this

2

morning's presentation is basically to provide an

3

overview of the review process we've gone through on

4

the Open Space Zoning Ordinance.

5

a pretty comprehensive review, but I wanted to

6

detail some of the specifics of that.

7

important that we introduce some of the basic

8

concepts in the draft ordinance.

I wasn't intending

9

to get into all the nitty-gritty,

I expect that this

We put it through

It's

10

topic will be under discussion for several meetings,

11

but at least to provide an overview of some of the

12

major things and to provide really a starting point

13

for some of our discussion.

14

Now, the basic purpose of this project is to

15

implement some of the major land use policies that

16

we have in our community plans and policies that are

17

also --

18

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

19

seconds.

20

the Council members that you were going to be late

21

and that you had called our office and that we would

22

allow you to testify when you came in.

23

this brief overview, could you wait until after that

24

overview?

25

John, if I may interrupt just a few
DeGray,

Okay.

I see you walked in.

Thank you.

Go ahead, John.
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MR. SUMMERS:

So the General Plan and the community plans

2

are full of policies regarding open space zoning,

3

the protection of important cultural sites,

4

environmental sites, hazardous areas, and it's a

5

very important land use tool.

6

history the County of Maui has the structure of a

7

land use system, but there's several tools that

8

really are needed that are currently available for

9

effective land use management.

At this point in our

So this is an

10

important tool to help policy makers in the County

11

provide better land use management.

12

Again, the purpose of the ordinance per the

13

General Plan and community plan is to protect and

14

manage sensitive environmental, scenic and cultural

15

resources.

16

know, we have our community plans and we have

17

several designations, land use designations.

18

the zoning ordinance is supposed to implement those

19

designations, but as you all know, we've had some

20

really significant problems because some of our

21

zoning districts currently don't exist.

22

the adoption of the Open Space Zoning Ordinance,

23

we'll be able to provide that district that would

24

correspond to the community plan designations.

25

Basically right now, as the members all

Now,

So through

Now, there are some basic concepts that are
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1

important to remember as we get into the more

2

detailed deliberations on the ordinance.

3

zoning ordinance.

4

space preservation plan.

5

provisions in the -- in the ordinance that

6

specifically designate where open space is supposed

7

to occur in the County.

8

of different open space attributes.

9

not intended to replicate what occurred in the

This is a

It's not intended to be an open
There are no policies or

There's not an evaluation
This effort is

10

community planning process.

11

do is implement those community plans and provide a

12

land use management framework for the management of

13

those lands that are currently designated for open

14

space.

15

that will work with what's currently designated for

16

open space, but what may also occur in the future.

17

So we want the ordinance to be dynamic.

18

What it's intended to

It's important that we craft an ordinance

Another important element to remember is that

19

in this proposal there is no automatic zoning

20

attached to the ordinance.

21

ordinances in the past we've had a specific

22

designation that says upon the adoption of the

23

ordinance, lands designated for open space on the

24

community plans are automatically zoned open space.

25

And we didn't feel that with this particular

In some of our land use
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1

ordinance that was a feasible approach.

2

are many reasons why, but the designations that

3

you'll see on the community plans are resource-based

4

rather than parcel-based.

5

follow specific geographical or geologic features in

6

the landscape and not parcel boundaries, which means

7

a lot of these areas are going to be split

8

designated.

9

many instances for many miles involving many

Okay.

They run mauka to

And there

These designations

mauka to makai in

10

different landowners.

11

ordinance would require an approach in terms of

12

zoning that is much more like the Paia-Haiku or the

13

Hana interim zoning replacement projects rather than

14

an automatic zoning process.

15

And just the nature of the

Now, during the development of the ordinance

16

the Department intensively engaged this subject

17

beginning in February of 2001.

18

16-month process of working through this ordinance.

19

Like any ordinance, we'll begin that process by

20

doing research in terms of what's been done in the

21

past not only in Hawaii, but elsewhere in the

22

country, analyze those lands that are designated on

23

the community plans.

24

Conservation District because the State Conservation

25

District really provides in many instances a proven

So it's been a 16

We looked into the State
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1

model for how to manage these types of lands.

2

that we've designated in many instances are lands

3

that the State has identified that should be in the

4

State Conservation District, but they never followed

5

through with it.

6

boundary review process.

7

lands that have conservation attributes.

8
9

Lands

And that was part of the five-year
So these are sensitive

Phase 2 in terms of our overall process was
working with the Planning Commissions and holding a

10

lot of public workshops and public hearings.

11

convened an advisory committee composed of

12

individuals involved in land use and land use

13

planning issues throughout Maui County.

14

did, how we structured this process was we utilized

15

the Planning Commissions as a base and conducted

16

three workshops with each Planning Commission.

17

started the first workshops with the Planning

18

Commissions where we would go over the basic

19

concepts, explain some of the past planning efforts,

20

talk about some broad principles.

21

workshop we really got into the details, the nuts

22

and bolts of how the ordinance works.

23

workshop we started to address a lot of the concerns

24

that were raised in the previous two workshops,

25

identified specific changes to the ordinance.
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1

think we had 60 proposed changes that were actually

2

implemented into the ordinance from where we

3

started.

4

Commission.

5

you've got three Planning Commissions making

6

separate recommendations and you're trying -- and a

7

lot of them are good recommendations that then have

8

to be forwarded to the other Planning Commissions so

9

that they can learn what's happened on the other

10

So we did that with each Planning
It involves a lot of work because

islands.
Now,

11

running parallel with this was our

12

advisory committee workshops.

13

workshops over this period with this advisory

14

committee, affected landowners, stakeholder groups,

15

different individuals who were interested in land

16

use planning.

17

recommendations to the ordinance was a pretty major

18

task.

19

We had seven

So juggling of all of these

Following those workshops, we scheduled

20

public hearings with each of the Planning

21

Commissions.

22

process.

23

out to Hana and had a meeting with the Hana Advisory

24

Committee on the ordinance.

25

Planning Commission with -- on Maui Planning

So we went through the public hearing

Actually, preceding that, we did also go

We conducted our
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1

Commission in April, and the Maui Planning

2

Commission recommended unanimously to approve the

3

ordinance as proposed.

4

Commission held their public hearing in March.

5

the Lanai Planning Commission conducted their

6

planning -- planning public hearing on March 20th.

7

All three Planning Commissions recommended approval

8

of the draft ordinance.

9

The Molokai Planning
And

Now, actually, when you go back through

10

history and look at some of the efforts that have

11

gone into open space planning, there have been some

12

pretty major planning efforts.

13

looking at some of these studies and plans that were

14

done in the '70s and '80s is pretty impressive.

15

mean, they did some excellent work back in the '70s

16

and '80s and a lot of this -- a lot of this work was

17

funded with Federal monies.

18

nice, comprehensive recreation plans, open space

19

plans for the County, but unfortunately the Federal

20

money dried up in the mid '80s and they weren't able

21

to implement most of this stuff.

22

worthwhile to look at the State Comprehensive

23

Outdoor Recreation Plan, the State of Hawaii

24

Comprehensive Open Space Plan done by Stewart Udahl

25

in 1972, and the County of Maui did an Open Space

And going back and

I

They developed really

But it's
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1

and Outdoor Recreation Plan in 1974.

2

Coastal Scenic Resources Study in 1990.

3

implemented these plans back in the '70s and '80s

4

Maui County would be a very different place than it

5

is today.

6

done and a lot that really has been done in certain

7

areas.

If we had

So -- but there's still a lot that can be

State Conservation District is really at the

8

9

We also did a

forefront in terms of State natural resource

10

management.

11

Conservation District.

12

about 275,000 acres or 38 percent of the land area

13

in the State Conservation District.

14

subzones of that -- under that State law.

15

again, there are certain areas that the State has

16

recognized where the attributes of the landscape

17

would suggest that a conservation or open space type

18

of zoning is appropriate.

19

General Plan and community plans identify those

20

specific areas and designated them open space.

21

Act 187 in 1961 established the
And County-wide we have

One of the four
But,

And the Maui County

One thing I would like to emphasize is in all

22

of land use planning there are no silver bullets.

23

And the State -- and if we look in the General Plan,

24

it says, develop a Maui County Open Space Program.

25

Okay.

The zoning ordinance is just one piece of
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1

that.

2

components and there's a Charter amendment for

3

financing mechanisms.

4

different pieces that have to come together to make

5

it work, but this project implements the provisions

6

of the General Plan and several earlier planning

7

efforts.

So there are a lot of

The community plans do have a definition of

8

9

The Council is currently working on other

open space in the back of the plans, each plan.

10

However, in addition to that our specific policy is

11

set forth in the general plans and the community

12

plans.

13

isolation, but with the other policy statements in

14

the community plans as well as the specific areas

15

that are designated.

16

plan definition, we'll see that it's defined as

17

follows:

18

on certain urban and nonurban designated lands.

19

Okay.

20

have -- we're seeing open space in urban areas as

21

well.

22

for intensive development due to environmental,

23

physical or scenic constraints.

24

include, but not be limited to shoreline buffer

25

areas, landscape buffers, drainage ways, view

So we need to look at this definition not in

By looking at that community

This use is intended to limit development

So we're -- this suggests that we maybe

It goes on to say, which may be inappropriate
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1

plains, flood plains, tsunami prone areas.

Then it

2

goes on to say, other appropriate urban and nonurban

3

uses may -- may be approved on a permit basis, which

4

suggests that a permit system be established that

5

could involve special use permits, for instance.
Now, the ordinance is basically broken into

6

7

seven significant sections.

And I provided a copy

8

for all the members.

9

typical for any zoning ordinance.

These sections are pretty
Okay.

The first

10

section is the purpose and intent of the ordinance.

11

That is on -- begins on page 3 of the ordinance,

12

Section 19.07.010.

13

important because administrators will look to the

14

purpose and intent whenever they're evaluating a

15

land use decision.

16

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

17

of this?

18

MR. SUMMERS:

19

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

20
21

So the purpose and intent

Excuse me, John.

Do you have extra copies

Sure.
Could you give this to Yvette, please.

Thank you.
MR. SUMMERS:

The purpose and intent is very

Proceed.

So the purpose and intent provides the

22

framework for how the ordinance is supposed to work.

23

It's very important.

24

analyze Land Use Applications.

25

categories are important because they provide the

We refer to it whenever we
The district
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1

different types of open space category.

2

our analysis, it became apparent that at least two

3

categories of Open Space District were needed

4

because the lands were very different that were

5

designated.

6

And through

The Permitted Uses Section in 19.07.030

7

provides the principal uses:

Those uses that are

8

permitted as of right without any type of land use

9

permit; accessory uses, those that have to be

10

accessory or tangential to the principal use; and

11

special uses which require the review and approval

12

of the Planning Commission following a public

13

hearing.

14

tailored for each of the categories of district.

15

And those are -- those uses are established in

16

Section 19.07.040.

17

So we have this hierarchy of uses that are

The development standards are also very

18

important because the development standards

19

basically are intended to achieve the purpose that's

20

spelled out in the beginning of the ordinance.

21

we look at the development standards and the purpose

22

and intent to achieve our purpose.

23

standards in this instance are somewhat unique.

24

We'll get into that in more detail, but we have our

25

typical yard setback requirements.

So

The development

You'll notice
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1

that there's not a lot width requirement or a lot

2

size requirement.

3

more detail later on.

4

coverage requirement, which is not used in every

5

zoning ordinance we have.

6

subdivisions in Section 19.07.050 which basically

7

provides a notification mechanism when subdivisions

8

occur so that future landowners of these lots are

9

notified that the lot is subject to the open space

We'll discuss that in a little
And there's a maximum lot

There's a provision on

10

provisions.

And we're trying to prevent a situation

11

where there's an acquisition of land without full

12

knowledge of the regulatory system that's in place.

13

And in -- in Site Plan Conditions, Section

14

19.07.060, because of the unique character of the

15

Open Space District, it was felt it was important to

16

have some -- some guidelines, some site planning

17

conditions that would help in terms of siting

18

structures in the district to make sure because of

19

the sensitive nature of the lands involved that any

20

siting of structure is done in a sensitive manner.

21

Section 19.07.060 on page 7 -- excuse me,

22

page 8 basically provides a provision that if there

23

is a use that's in existence or a structure that was

24

in existence prior to the effective date of the

25

ordinance, okay, that structure or that use would be
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1

grandfathered in as long as it was achieved legally.

2

So if a house was constructed in the district prior

3

to the enactment of the ordinance, some other

4

structure, and for one reason or another it's in the

5

setback or doesn't meet a development standard, if

6

that house burns down, the landowner can rebuild it

7

according to the original building permit.

8

This has been a major issue with respect to being

9

able to obtain fire insurance and other provisions,

Okay.

10

but that's a provision that should be looked at

11

closely.
The rest of the language, the sections on

12
13

severability, these other things are just typical in

14

our ordinances.
Now, looking in more detail at some of these

15
16

sections, if you look at the open space categories

17

beginning on page 4 of the draft ordinance -- Excuse

18

me.

19

at the top, 19.07.020, District Categories, you'll

20

see that there are two categories of Open Space

21

District.

And the first one is called the passive

22

category.

Okay.

23

after the State Conservation District, the

24

protective subzone.

25

subzones, one of them is a protected subzone for

Let's -- if we turn to page 3 and let's start

This category is really tailored

Again, the State has four
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1

those very sensitive resources.

The OS-1 category

2

is intended for very sensitive wetlands, areas of

3

species habitat, significant cultural sites, et

4

cetera.

5

State Conservation District's general subzone.

6

Okay.

7

resources, recreational resources, hazardous areas.

8

We have looked at the State Conservation District,

9

analyzed the uses that are permitted in those

The OS-2 category is modeled after the

So this area is more for scenic types of

10

subcategories, and tried to make sure we are fairly

11

consistent with that.

12

Another significant element in the ordinance

13

is there's a provision for Native Hawaiian

14

traditional and customary uses.

15

important issue for the Hawaiian community and it's

16

important in terms of providing and recognizes the

17

rights established for Native Hawaiians under the

18

Constitution of the State of Hawaii and the PAAS

19

decision.

20

principal use in the ordinance for this type of

21

activity.

22

And this is an

So there is a provision that's a

Single-family dwellings are a major issue in

23

the ordinance.

24

couple of times where we started in the original

25

draft with single-family dwellings not permitted and

And we went 360 on this I think a
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1

then we went through the circular process and they

2

were permitted and then they were taken out and they

3

weren't permitted and then they were put back in and

4

they are permitted.

5

and it needs to be looked at closely.

6

So it's a very complex issue

There are some advantages and disadvantages

7

in terms of single-family dwellings.

Okay.

Some of

8

the advantages of including it are that first the

9

ordinance itself when it's applied will be less

10

susceptible to takings challenges, okay, which could

11

broaden the application of the district.

12

be more of an incentive for landowners to dedicate

13

land if they have the ability to construct a

14

single-family dwelling.

15

10-acre parcel and there's a major environmental

16

site on the parcel and on the corner there's an area

17

that would be appropriate for single-family

18

dwelling, they may be willing to dedicate that

19

portion to a land trust or to have this open space

20

category as long as they can get the single-family

21

dwelling constructed.

22

expensive, easier for landowners to construct a

23

single-family dwelling.

24
25

Okay.

There will

If they have a

And obviously it will be less

Okay.

There's also some significant disadvantages
to including this in the ordinance.

Okay.
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1

it's not as consistent with the purpose and intent

2

of the district.

3

District general subzone includes single-family

4

dwellings.

5

when that occurs, but it's not quite as consistent

6

with the purpose and intent.

7

development in places where it is not desired.

8

Okay.

9

between the Open Space District and other districts

Okay.

The State Conservation

We've probably all seen what can happen

It could lead to

It clouds -- slightly clouds the distinction

10

and it becomes a little more difficult to

11

administer.

12

Minimum lot size and lot width are important

13

elements in the bill and very different from some of

14

our other zoning ordinances.

15

Development Standards beginning on page 6,

16

19.07.040, you'll see that at the bottom there's no

17

standard for minimum lot size or minimum lot width.

18

That jumps out at you.

19

lot size standard?

20

are often resource-based.

21

may be 5, 10 feet wide, okay, and then it may be a

22

quarter of a mile or a half of a mile wide depending

23

upon the resource.

24

lot width standard, for instance, and there's an

25

area that falls outside of that, we're going to be

If you look at the

Why isn't there a minimum

As I stated earlier, these lands
You have areas where it

If we start putting in a minimum
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1

triggering all kinds of variance processes, okay,

2

and that becomes a real problem.

3

it will frustrate our ability to use the ordinance

4

if when we want to use it in a precise manner we

5

trigger these variances.

6

size.

7

got little strips of open space going along

8

highways, for instance, okay, that may involve a

9

very small area of a parcel and a landowner may want

It's going to --

Likewise, minimum lot

We'll see when we analyze these areas we've

10

to subdivide that area out of the main parcel.

11

Well, that's going to be frustrated if we run into

12

all these minimum lot size requirements.

13

The ordinance has a maximum lot coverage

14

provision which you'll see at the bottom of page 7

15

in that table.

16

important, essentially regulating the size of the

17

structure.

18

look on the right, you'll see the OS-l category and

19

the OS-2 category.

20

sensitive category and the OS-2 being more like a

21

general subzone.

22

is 2 percent, okay, of the lot area or 3,500 square

23

feet, whichever is less.

24

lot, that number will be way down there.

25

very big lot, it will peak at 3,500 square feet.

Maximum lot coverage is very

Okay.

The way this is constructed if we

The OS-l being the very

The maximum lot coverage in OS-l

So if it's a very small
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1

the OS-2 category it's 5 percent or 3,500 square

2

feet, whichever is less.

3

State Conservation District.

4

provision.

That's tailored after the
They have a similar

The different community plan regions have

5
6

different types of open space designated.

It's

7

important to look at what some of those distinctions

8

are.

9

I'll get to the maps in a little while, you'll see

If we look at the Hana Community Plan, and

10

that most of the open spaces is in a"thin strip

11

along the shoreline.

12

of it around Hana Bay.

13

minute.

14

there are roughly 59 parcels that are designated for

15

open space and 48 of those are in private ownership.

16

Okay.

There's a fair amount

And we'll see that in a

In terms of the total parcels in Hana,

In the Paia-Haiku area the open space is

17

primarily along the shoreline and there's a little

18

area on the mauka side of Hana Highway on the

19

approach to Paia Town.

20

and 13 of those are in private ownership.

21

Okay.

A total of 14 parcels

In the Makawao-Pukalani-Kula Community Plan

22

region you'll see that there is an open space strip

23

along Haleakala/Pukalani bypass highway.

24

big gulch right outside of Pukalani that's

25

designated for open space.

There's a

A total of 21 parcels,
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20 of which are private, privately owned.

2

And in the Wailuku-Kahului Community Plan

3

you'll see that there's areas of open space adjacent

4

to Spreckelsville along the shoreline, Kahana Pond

5

is an open space, there's an open space strip along

6

the shoreline from Kahului Harbor to Waiehu.

7

Stream and there are other streams proceeding out

8

towards Waihee that have open space running mauka to

9

makai.

10

lao

Roughly 140 parcels, 113 of which are

private.
In the Kihei-Makena Community Plan, Kealia

11

12

Pond is designated for open space.

13

there are little drainage areas that are open space

14

in primarily Makena.

15

designated space.

16

are privately owned.

17

You'll see that

Shoreline areas in Makena are

Roughly 60 parcels, 58 of which

And in West Maui there's more significant

18

concentration of open space primarily along the

19

shoreline.

20

space.

21

highway.

22

privately owned.

23

Several gulches are designated for open

There are portions of open space along the
And roughly 174 parcels, 137 of which are

Now, Molokai has a fairly limited amount of

24

open space.

25

highway, there's a little bit on the west end.

It's -- there's a few areas along the
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1

And Lanai is actually very unique because

2

large portions of the island are designated for open

3

space, thousands of acres.

4

overlap with the state Conservation District.

5

Those areas that open -- that overlap the State

6

Conservation District, the County has no authority

7

to implement zoning in those areas, okay, so those

8

have to be meted out.

9

SMA on Lanai that are designated for open space.

Those open space areas
Okay.

There is also areas in the

10

There's a policy in the Lanai Community Plan which

11

says that those areas are to be regulated by the SMA

12

rules, okay, not the open space category.

13

unique provision, but it's there and it states that

14

Kuleanas are to be excluded from the open space

15

category.

So it's a

Now, if -- Let me try to pull up some of the

16
17

maps, see if we can take a quick look at those.

18

Okay.

19

to zoom up a little bit on that.

This is the Hana Community Plan.

20

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

21

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Let me try

Chairman.

Yes, Councilmember Hokama.
Are there any printouts for members

23

that may not have the best vision to look at the

24

wall?

25

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

I don't believe we have printouts of the
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1

map currently.

2

this is just a brief overview of the Open Space

3

Ordinance.

4

will give you all printouts of everything.

5

MR. SUMMERS:

Basically what we're going to do is

John is being -- We will -- Later on we

I will be able to get printouts for the

6

members.

And for this meeting, Councilman Hokama,

7

if I can let you have mine.

8

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

9

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

10

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Yeah, but we all
Yeah, Chairman

I know.

Everybody wants one.
May we ask for a short recess to

12

make duplicates, please, because then it's easier

13

for all the members to follow.

14
15
16

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

What I'm going to do is I'm going to ask

staff to make copies.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Can we have a recess, Mr. Chair,

17

so we can have that in front of us?

18

whole idea is we can't see.

19

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Yeah.

just

Again, the

I'm sorry.

What I'm thinking about doing is

20

asking if there are any questions on the other stuff

21

while we're making copies so we don't have to

22

recess.

23
24
25

Councilmember Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah, John,

I think the question

that Riki raises is real important.
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1

amount of parcels totally in different areas that

2

are open space, then you showed us what is privately

3

owned.

4

show us a map.

5

is to give us if you have the total inventory that

6

you have in each community plan district, if you

7

have such an inventory, and the acres and then a

8

map.

9
10

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

I think what we're -- And then you want to
I think what would be more germane

Councilmember--

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Then that would really complete

11

your presentation because we would have the total

12

acres, location of each area, and you wouldn't need

13

to show us any more if you had all of that.

14

question is:

15

identifying the amount of parcels and which one was

16

privately owned?

17

have a map and also the acres of each parcel?

18

MR. SUMMERS:

But the

Do you, being that you went as far as

So the next question is:

Do you

I have -- I have the map and I have the

19

total inventory of parcels and the name of the

20

parcel owner.

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

22

MR. SUMMERS:

What about acres?

Acreage is -- acreage I do not have, and

23

I'll tell you why.

It's very difficult.

24

areas are resource-based.

25

parcel-based, I could do it in five minutes with our

Okay.

These

If they were
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data system.

2

there are a lot of split designated areas which

3

means to get an exact amount you need to do a metes

4

and bounds surveys on all these parcels.

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

6

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

But because they're resource-based,

Mr. Chair, before we -- Mr. Chair.

Yes, Mr. Kane.
Point of personal privilege.

Can we

8

call a recess if we're going to engage in discussion

9

so we can turn on the light so we can see?

Okay.

10

Just call the recess so we can turn on the lights if

11

we're going to engage in a discussion.

12

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

13

RECESS:

14

RECONVENE:

15

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

16

MR. SUMMERS:

Thirty-second recess.

(Gavel.)

9:46 a.m.
9:47 a.m.
Call the recess back in order.

(Gavel.)

And I can blow these up and get a lot bigger

17

with these.

But remember the highway we talked

18

about, there are a lot of areas in the community

19

plans where the open space is along the highway.

20

It's a little thin strip that runs for miles.

21

These are not whole parcels that are designated open

22

space.

23

the gulches, the shoreline areas.

24

on that in your computer, what you get is the parcel

25

area.

These are little strips.

Okay.

Same thing with
So when you click

You don't get the little strip of open space
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in terms of acreage.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

It's going to take about 30 minutes

Okay.

3

or so to make copies because they're colored copies,

4

and that's why I want to sort of keep going and

5

having the discussion.

6

with the other copies as soon as we can get them.

7

But I don't want to just keep recessing and -- while

8

we can discuss other things.

9

trying to do this morning is just a brief give you

We will try and provide you

Okay.

And what we're

10

an idea of what's in the ordinance.

11

to engage in a lot of discussion to try and take

12

this thing apart and create an Open Space Ordinance

13

this morning.

14

bill we're going to be looking at is the Rural

15

District Bill, and then we're going to have the

16

discussion we started last meeting as to bringing

17

this out to the public and trying to get the

18

position started where we're introducing it and

19

we're getting -- being able to get responses back

20

and comments and that we can start working on it in

21

Committee.

22

this thing in Committee today.

23

clear of that.

24
25

I'm not going

That's not the purpose.

The other

The intent is not to try and work on
Okay.

So just be

Councilmember Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

What I would request so
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1

that we can be more thorough is when we go through

2

this ordinance, we go page by page so that we don't

3

jump around the whole catarnation.

4

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

6

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

7

When we start doing the work
Yeah.

-- on the actual ordinance, when we start

actually going through it, we will do that.

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

9

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

But that's not the purpose -- This morning

10

was just to introduce you to what is there so you

11

have a brief overview.

12

back and look at it and if you have comments on it,

13

questions on it, then you can forward your questions

14

to the Committee.

15

and have it ready for the meeting when we're going

16

to have the discussion.

17

don't -- The Chair doesn't feel it's really fair if

18

I'm just putting it down in front of you and

19

expecting a lot of input this morning.

20

have the resource people here, so that was not the

21

intent.

22

have everybody here and we need to have the

23

preparation for actually doing the discussion.

Then people have time to go

And then we can try and prepare

Okay.

It's not -- I

We don't

When we start discussing this, we need to

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.
So, John, is this -- Councilmember
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Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah, Mr. Chairman.

Because you made

3

the comments that it would take about 30 minutes for

4

us to get

5

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Yes, right.

6

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

copies of this, hard copies for us

7

to look at, may I suggest for your consideration,

8

Mr. Chair, that perhaps we can ask questions or pose

9

questions to the Committee of just what we've

10

already been shown while the copies are being made.

11

And then we can proceed with them -- with the

12

meeting with --

13

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

15
16

That's where I'm headed.
Yeah.

Thank you.

And I just wanted

to ask if that's going to be considered.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Yeah.

That's where I'm asking, what I'm

17

asking.

18

or questions on the bill that we have already had,

19

what you have hard copy of, any areas that you want

20

to discuss?

21

Hokama.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Is there any -- Do any of you have comments

Councilmember Kane, then Councilmember

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

And I don't

23

know if this is a question for John.

24

us.

25

term and possibly even last term this Council has

Maybe it's for

Because from my understanding this -- for this
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1

taken a position of not initiating zoning changes

2

from existing to

3

and do things, but -- as far as initiating zoning

4

changes.

5

to -- and I apologize, I may be getting ahead of

6

myself, but just from understanding from how we go

7

through our processes that we've adopted by the

8

previous body and this body, this current body, in

9

this case would we be initiating the Open Space

In other words, we don't go out

For this particular case with respect

10

Zoning Districts and making those changes as a body?

11

Or would we require, as we have with other zoning

12

changes, we've required the property owners to come

13

forward and initiate those zoning changes?

14

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Well, currently we don't have a definition

15

of the zoning and that's what we are doing.

16

trying to create the definition.

17

plans we already have discussion and we have --

18

we've used the words open space, but there is no

19

definition put to them,

20

them.

21

substance.

22

whether to initiate or to not initiate or to allow

23

the Department to initiate or not initiate, we'll

24

have that discussion later on.

25

We're

In the community

there's no substance to

So what we're trying to create is that
The actual action of the Council as to

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.
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CHAIR ARAKAWA:

That's not predetermined.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I just

3

wanted for clarification for something to -- for us

4

to think about because we have pretty much adopted a

5

position of who initiates.

6

and this comes to fruition and it gets adopted, then

7

there's a considerable amount of thought that needs

8

to be put to that once we get to it because that

9

will determine the workload of whether it's going to

So if we consider this

10

be us doing it or it's going to be -- you know,

11

meaning the County of Maui,

12

Department, as well as the Council, or is it going

13

to be cast on private property owners to do this.

14

Thank you for your comments and we'll get to it when

15

we cross that bridge.

16

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

That's right.

i.e.,

"us"

Planning

We'll have that discussion

17

when we get to it.

18

plan process the departments have initiated some of

19

the changes in the process.

20

had comprehensive zoning in the past, the Department

21

and the Council has initiated that as well and just

22

created those comprehensively zoned areas.

23

the purposes of this Committee work, we will have

24

the discussion as to where the appropriate action

25

shall be taken.

In the past during the community

And in area where we've
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Councilmember Hokama next and then

1
2
3

Councilmember Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I'm sorry, Mr. Kane, are you done?

4
5

Thank you, Chairman.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Just one final question, Mr. Chair,

6

and it's a small question.

On the maximum lot

7

coverage, Mr. Summers, I just was curious, and I

8

apologize and I -- First I want to thank you for

9

the -- providing all of the minutes for all of the

10

Planning Commission meetings.

11

to be very helpful for us.

12

found in the answers, but perhaps you can help us

13

to -- for a shortcut.

14

under 9.07.040, I believe, for the OS-l and OS-2,

15

how did we arrive at the 2 percent and the 5 percent

16

or the 3,500 square feet?

17

calculations and the 2-percent one for the passive

18

comes out to a little over 15 acre size parcel or a

19

size of property that would be the breaking point.

20

Anything less than that it would make the -- I guess

21

the structure if we're talking about a structure,

22

you know, corning smaller and smaller and smaller.

23

Where did that number come from or how did you folks

24

arrive at these particular numbers?

25

MR. SUMMERS:

Yeah.

That's -- it's going

And this question may be

The maximum lot coverage

I

mean, I did some mental

The 3,500 square feet is a takeoff of
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the State Conservation District.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

MR. SUMMERS:

Okay.

They have a similar -- similar standard.

4

And the 2 percent and 5 percent we felt was

5

appropriate as a percentage to maintain the open

6

space character of the -- of the land area.

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you very much.

8

Hokama, thank you for yielding.

9

Chair.

10
11
12

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

And I -- Mr.

Thank you, Mr.

Okay.

Thank you, Mr. Kane.

Councilmember

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Thank you, Chairman.

First of all,

Hokama.

13

I would like to extend my appreciation to the

14

Planning Department for bringing this proposal to us

15

for consideration.

16

waited many years for this consideration.

17

I think it's -- many people have

Chairman, question for the Planning

18

Department.

You know, Mr. Summers, throughout the

19

community plan update process that I can recall

20

specifically for Lanai was geared to be generally

21

open space and more geared toward conservation.

22

What you have presented for us under OS-2

23

particularly is a lot of continuing uses of or

24

conditions of use that is already allowed under

25

permitted uses of other zoning categories.
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1

you tell us why we wouldn't consider putting them in

2

in the proper zoning category instead of going

3

through a permitted process?

4

ag., why wouldn't you ask for agricultural zoning

5

designation as an active agricultural activity

6

instead of ask for a permitted use under open space

7

zoning category?

8

9

MR. SUMMERS:

And if you're doing

If the land is currently in agriculture and

there's a good future prospect for it to be in

10

agriculture, okay, then the proper designation on

11

the community plan should probably be agriculture.

12

It's not occurring.

13

of open space and a lot of it is out in the

14

conservation district, but there still are areas

15

that are not in the conservation district, they're

16

in the Ag. District.

17

really analyzing that and making sure we've got the

18

plans properly designated.

19

more restrictive than the Ag. District.

20

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

On Lanai they have large areas

And it's a matter of -- of

Okay.

But OS-2 is a little

So what you're sharing with

21

the Committee this morning -- Mr. Chair, if I may,

22

please.

23

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

24

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

25

Go ahead.
is that you're recognizing

existing uses and that is how you've -- basically
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1

the Department has corne up with these categories

2

that can be allowed under a permitted use if this

3

Open Space Ordinance gets enacted?

4

MR. SUMMERS:

That's correct.

One of the major parts was

5

analyzing existing uses in each

6

and in each region of each island, but we don't want

7

to make the ordinance static.

8

sure that it will work in the future as well for

9

future Councils during the community planning

10
11

on each island

So we want to make

process.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And I understand that and I can

12

appreciate the flexibility.

What I would hope we

13

would not do as a Council, Mr. Summers, is provide

14

so many -- some people call it loopholes, some

15

people call it circumventing the intent of the

16

zoning category.

17

a property tax relief by having a lower rate and,

18

don't know, we -- whatever Council in the future

19

will assess a rate and valuation for these areas.

20

I'm not sure how we're going to view it, but I would

21

hate for us to get into a situation whereby our good

22

intentions get lost through a permitted use process

23

and then we find that what we intended for passive

24

or open space in general buildings will start

25

popping up, other active -- activities that I would

By using open space maybe getting
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1

feel more are appropriate under a specific zoning

2

category

3

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

-- gets diluted.

5

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

It's really going to be up to us as

Councilmember Hokama.

Yeah.

6

the Council to get this drafted out the way we want

7

it.

8

discussion and we will adjust as

9
10

If that is a concern, then we will have the

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

(inaudible).

I just wanted to find, Chairman,

please --

11

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

12

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

The reason I ask is that we have

13

been given a proposal to work from and I can

14

appreciate that.

15

Commissions.

16

what was the philosophy to allow all this permitted

17

uses that is already permitted under specific zoning

18

categories?

19

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

And this has gone to our Planning

Okay.

Okay.

What I'm trying to find out is

And, again, you know, the purpose

20

this morning is just a brief overview and not to

21

have a lot of deep discussion.

22

actually getting into the details of this, we'll

23

have the discussion and the justification for each

24

of those categories.

25

allow some time for us to get the xeroxing done, but

When we start

I'm sort of allowing this to
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1

I'm not going to get into a lot of discussion about

2

each of these.

3

when we start doing the discussion, as Councilmember

4

Nishiki was pointing out, we'll do this page by

5

page, section by section.

6

letting brief comments and questions while we're

7

waiting for the xeroxing to get done.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

10

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

11

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

12

But for now I'm just

Are you complete, Councilmember Hokama?

8

9

When we start doing the analysis,

I will yield the floor.

Or do you want John
I will yield the floor.

Unless Mr.

Summers has a comment from the Planning Department.

13

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

14

MR. SUMMERS:

John, do you want to answer that question?
Well, two things.

One, we want to make sure

15

that the Council has the tools available to do good

16

land use planning.

17

ordinance on the books, we think it will make the

18

Council's job a lot easier when we get into the

19

community plan process because they will

20

specifically be able to see which area is

21

appropriate for the OS-l category and which area

22

would be appropriate for the OS-2 category.

23

think that's very important.

24

big issue during the Planning Commission meetings.

25

Maintaining the option to build a hunt was very

Okay.

If we can get the

So we

On Lanai hunting was a
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1

important, open -- or outdoor recreation was

2

important, and the

3
4

5

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Mr. Summers, you said hunt or -- is

that what you said, maintain -MR. SUMMERS:

Hunting was very important on Lanai.
Now, in many of these areas they have roads.

6

7

Okay.

They want to be able to take their four-wheel

8

drive or their legal three-wheeler or whatever from

9

where they live to these remote areas to go hunting

10

or whatever.

11

were comments, though, about there's a little bit of

12

discussion on that because some of the members

13

didn't want these vehicles to go off into pristine

14

areas.

15

dirt road.

16

access to these areas, so that was important on

17

Lanai.

18

of open space that is designated, so it's really

19

important that we pay particular attention to Lanai.

20

Although this ordinance as currently drafted does

21

not have an automatic zoning provision, so there

22

will be no automatic change from one category to the

23

open space category if it's adopted in its current

24

form.

25

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

So that was very important.

And there

They wanted them to stay on the road, the
But there was that feeling they need

Lanai is very unique because of the amount

Okay.

Members.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I will yield the floor.

2

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Thank you.

Okay.

I forgot.

3

here and he wanted to testify.

4

Nishiki, would you

5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

DeGray is

Councilmember

And I knew once you started

6

the ball rolling on questions, this was going to

7

occur.

8

more effective, all these questions I think are all

9

germane, but you had said from the onset that you

And I think, Mr. Chairman, you know, to be

10

were just going to listen to the overview, because I

11

know that all of us have a zillion questions to ask.

12

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

That's correct.

13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

I mean, the one that Dain asked I

14

think, you know, Administration made it perfectly

15

clear that they didn't want comprehensive zoning,

16

that we were not going to give blanket zoning only

17

because they expected, perhaps, each landowner to

18

corne before and apply for it.

19

sensitivity of what Mr. Hokama brought up 0-1 and

20

0-2 and I don't think that we could give

21

comprehensive zoning when we adopt.

22

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

24

25

Because of the

If there's an 0-1 and 0-2.
They were specific about saying

no, yeah.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

If there's an 0-1 and 0-2.
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

In fact,

I think my concern today

2

is, Mr. Chairman, if you're just going to have an

3

overview, fine.

4

for questions, hopefully we'll go page by page.

But once you start opening it up

5

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

7

8
9

Again--

start doing it today or not.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Again, Mr. Nishiki, that was not my

intent.

10

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

11

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

12

I don't know if you're going to

Okay.

It's because there" was a request for

information to be copied for everyone.

13

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

14

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Right.

We're waiting for about 30 minutes to get

15

that copy, which is why I'm having some discussion.

16

If not, we would not be having any of this

17

discussion.
But at this time, if I may, DeGray, would you

18
19

like to do your testimony?

DeGray, you know the

20

rules.

21

and then present your testimony.

22

it in the wall.

23

DeGray in just spreading that paper out for DeGray.

You have testified before.

24

MR. VANDERBILT:

25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

State your name
No, you can't put

Maybe, Dave, John, could you assist

Thank you.
Mr. Chair.
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CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Yes.

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Just for point of information, the

3

map that's being shown I think is also something

4

that's already available to us in our binder and

5

there is a copy of that.

6
7

8
9

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

I believe that map --

I can't see what DeGray is putting

up at all.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And that's why I'm bringing it up,

because it's not facing you, so you may not know

10

what we're looking at, although it's something that

11

we already have.

12

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

13

it.

14

have, then

15
16
17

I'll come down there and take a look at

DeGray, if it's something that they already

MR. VANDERBILT:

Well, this -- what they have is part of

that.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

18

John, if you can

19

so it stays open.

20

Okay.

Can everybody see the map now?
David, if you can just hold that

DeGray, your testimony, please.

21

have to stay at the mike and you

22

you at the microphone to be able to testify.

23

have material to pass out?

24

microphone up, identify yourself, and proceed.

25

Thank you.

Okay.
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1

2

MR. VANDERBILT:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I appreciate

3

you allowing me to testify today and I would just

4

like to make a comment quickly on the Open Space

5

Bill, if I could.

6

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

7

MR. VANDERBILT:

Go ahead.
As far as the open space, John Summers

8

mentioned that there was very little on Molokai.

9

And unfortunately we tried to get open space on all

10

the undeveloped lands on the west end of Molokai

11

following the lead set forth in the General Plan,

12

but for whatever reason the open space

13

open space buffer, which is about half of what is on

14

Lanai, was not deemed appropriate by the Council for

15

the Molokai Community Plan.

16

of course, this massive ago subdivision along the

17

shoreline, the biggest shoreline development ever

18

approved in the State, would not have happened.

600-foot

Had that gone through,

19

And this -- this ago subdivision, which is

20

really an urban development, was submitted to the

21

County for approval, the Department of Public Works,

22

on January 17th, 30 days after our community plan

23

was approved.

24

Mr. Goode, and at least two Councilmen knew about

25

this project coming down during the review of our

And I know for a fact that Mr. Min,
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community plan, but nobody -- nobody raised it.

2

I think -- Nobody on Molokai certainly knew about

3

it.

4

may have -- may have at least raised some more

5

focused discussion before our community plan was

6

approved and the open space was taken out and a few

7

other things.

And I think it may -- if it had been raised,

But what I passed out is a -- Now I'm going

8
9

And

from last Sunday's

to the ago testimony -- was a

10

paper, which was just a bunch of ads regarding

11

the

12

ago subdivisions.

13

here right in Wailuku on prime ago land where the

14

macadamia nut orchards are.

15

Ranch.

16

there's several two-acre prices talked about

17

anywhere from 200 to $400,000.

18

frenzy is really impacting the value of not only ago

19

land, but other properties as well.

20

see in Pukalani and Haiku and Makawao, small parcels

21

are just going out of sight, also, and making it

22

very hard for working families on Maui to ever hope

23

of owning a decent horne on a decent size lot.

24
25

sort of point to the proliferation of these
And one of them is a 184-lot one

They got one on Olinda

And then on the back there's several

And this real estate

And as you can

Last week several of the Committee members
mentioned that the Ag. Bill was flawed,
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the understanding that it was just something that

2

had gotten passed very quickly.

3

into the Ag. Bill, there are some good points in it,

4

but it got passed quickly at the end of the '98

5

Council term in order to get something on the books.

6

And if you go back and read the minutes, it's really

7

clear that that was the case.

8

justified the passing of it saying then the new

9

Council can come in, revisit the Ag. Bill and -- and

A lot of work went

And it was almost

10

go from there and try to make some refinements to

11

make it a good bill and the intent of what was

12

originally started.

13

the Councilor by the Administration.

14

But nothing has been done by

There was some talk about -- last week about

15

going out to the communities.

16

will accomplish anything.

17

mentioned this, this Council has the power of

18

ordinance, through ordinance to make the necessary

19

changes.

20

communities you're going to find anybody saying

21

that -- giving you any new information.

22

already recognized that the bill needs some work.

23

So I would just ask that, you know, you get right

24

in

25

I

I

don't think that

And as some Councilmen

don't believe if you go out to the

You have

into that.
And because the Administration right now has
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1

the ability to slow things down so this uncontrolled

2

urban sprawl doesn't continue, but they continually

3

approve these major subdivisions.

4

approved in 45 days, no input from the community, no

5

regard to how it was consistent with the community

6

plan, and so on.

7

approved within 45 days.

8

subdivisions that are in the process of being

9

approved right now at one stage or another.

This one was

And all of these are getting
I have a list of 140 ago

Now, a

10

lot of those are small subdivisions, which was

11

originally the intent of the Ag. Bill, was for small

12

family ago lots to be subdivided, but it mushroomed

13

into a major development situation.

14

And so, anyway, with this subdivision it's

15

even -- they're really taking the convolution of a

16

well intended ago law to another level.

17

now the Administration is having a tough time coming

18

up with a legal opinion to rationalize this -- the

19

approval of this project.

20

with the developer, Molokai Ranch's attorney from

21

the Mancini firm to try to craft an opinion that

22

does two things.

23

provisions of our community plan that would run

24

contrary to this subdivision approval do not apply.

25

And it is also trying to craft a legal opinion that

And right

And they are now working

One, it says that several
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1

will rationalize the approval of this development on

2

the inappropriate application of the County's

3

consolidation and resubdivision ordinance.

4

I don't know what to say.

We have more ago

5

lot -- more ago lot subdivision acreage on Molokai

6

than we have people.

7

some language in there because prior to that

8

community plan we had several of the largest ago

9

subdivisions on -- ever approved in Maui County.

And our community plan we put

10

had the Kawela Plantation down east of Kaunakakai.

11

We had more makani that covered --

12

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

13

MR. VANDERBILT:

14

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

15

MR. VANDERBILT:

16

We

DeGray.
1500 acres.
Can you start tying up?
Yes.

I'll tie it up.

And we also have the Papohaku Ranchland,

17

which is 3,000 acres.

And during the Ag. Bill

18

Molokai had testimony that involved 15, 17

19

organizations that were against the Ag. Bill for

20

that very reason.

21

Subdivision, which is at the top of that map, if you

22

take the new ago law, you can get another 1,000 lots

23

on the resubdivision.

24

right here doesn't follow the formula of the ago

25

lots -- new ago -- the 1998 ago law.

Even this Papohaku Ranchland

And this current subdivision
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1

smaller lots than are allowed under that ago law,

2

but they're doing some transfer of development

3

rights, which there's no enabling ordinance in the

4

County law to do that.

5

the right to pass enabling ordinance to transfer

6

development rights, but Maui County never did it.

7

So since early -- since late April Corp. Counsel and

8

the ranch's attorney, Tom Welch, have really been

9

wrestling trying to come up with the community's

10
11

The state gave the counties

opposition to this project and -And just one -- one more thing.

As I

12

mentioned, that the Administration does have the

13

ability to slow this thing down.

14

Council wants to do something, but in the meantime

15

these approvals are given out in 45 days like by the

16

Administration.

17

look at a moratorium, unfortunately, all of the guys

18

that want this to go through, whether it's -- meets

19

the intent of the General Plan, the community plans

20

or State law, the contractors, the realtors.

21

was really surprised when the Maui Chamber of

22

Commerce came out and said, hey, it means money to

23

us, construction, let's do it.

24

rule mentality is just -- is just fueling something

25

that is certainly against all the principles of

It seems like this

And when this Council was asked to

And I

And that whole mob
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1

Smart Growth that this Council and the

2

Administration seem to be willing to adopt based on

3

these latest Smart Growth conferences.

4

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

6

Thank you, DeGray.

Any questions for DeGray?

5

Thank you.

Jo Anne, then

Dain.

7

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

8

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

No.

I'll let Dain go ahead.

Councilmember Kane.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Vanderbilt, I need you to maybe validate

10
11

your comments with respect to your statements of

12

Corp. Counsel and an attorney or a group of

13

attorneys crafting legislation in opposition.

14

you sitting in on all those meetings so you know

15

what they're doing, or, I mean, can you validate

16

those comments?

17

that there's some -- some conspiracy going on

18

without saying the word conspiracy.

19

validate your comments that they're actually sitting

20

down and trying to craft an opinion that would be in

21

opposition to your -- your personal views?

22

MR. VANDERBILT:

Are

Because you're basically saying

So can you

I don't know if it's in opposition to my

23

personal views, but I'll do the best I can to answer

24

that.

25

there's a letter from Mr. Mancini to Corp. Counsel

In the testimony I handed out on last week
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1

that talks about based on our earlier discussions,

2

here's what we think you should consider for your

3

opinion.

4

Molokai Ranch since this issue came up.

5

been continued talks with -- between Corp. Counsel

6

and Tom Welch since that time.

7

Takayesu and I think that the -- I know Mr. Takayesu

8

has some real concerns about this whole

9

consolidation and resubdivision and how that's being

There's been meetings between John Min and
There's

I've talked to Jimmy

10

used.

11

own correspondence and just -- You can ask Jimmy,

12

you can ask John Min.

13

But they are in contact with

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yeah.

through their

And-But what you're doing, and I

14

just want you to understand what I'm getting from

15

your testimony, is that you are leading us to

16

believe that because of these contacts which you

17

have already admitted that you also have contact and

18

you have already stated that you have a different

19

opinion than the attorneys.

20

MR. VANDERBILT:

Correct.

21

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So my -- And you've already stated on

22

record that Mr. Takayesu, our lead Corporation

23

Counsel, has concerns regarding the requests to

24

consider from those attorneys.

25

testimony without me asking any questions is trying

And yet your
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1

to lead us to believe that there's some sort of

2

conspiracy going on between Corporation Counsel and

3

an entity that wants something to occur.

4

just want you to respond to me, how are you -- is it

5

your intent to lead us to believe that there is

6

something going on that's leading away from a

7

position that you take, or are you willing to

8

retract that or at least back off on that statement

9

and say that you have been allowed equal access as

And so I

10

well to Corporation Counsel and you have been in

11

contact with them and you have stated your concerns

12

and that Corporation Counsel in due time will come

13

out with an opinion and we -- it's yet to be seen

14

what the opinion will be until it actually comes

15

out?

16

MR. VANDERBILT:

I'm not going to back off of anything I

17

said, number one.

18

just say -- Like I mentioned about meeting with

19

Jimmy Takayesu,

20

maybe a Councilman's going to consider, well, then

21

you have equal right, you have equal time with the

22

ranch's attorney that's right across the street.

23

make an opinion -- Maybe I should have said that

24

that is my opinion based on letters that I have

25

read, but there is contact.

Number two, when I say things,

I

I don't sit there and think, well,

And there's always
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1

contact.

Major developers have lobbyists up here

2

all the time.

3

to come up here all the time.

4

back off of anything I said.

5

anybody by what I said, I apologize, but I'm one guy

6

that's just going to say what I have to say.

7

it's hard to get everything together in three

8

minutes.

9

makes you ask me a question, then that's great.

The general public doesn't have time
So I'm not going to
And if I offended

And

And if me saying something inappropriately

10

That's what this whole situation of public testimony

11

is about.

12

time I'll do my best to try to put the words right

13

so I don't leave the wrong impression with the

14

Council people.

And I appreciate your concerns and next

15

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

16

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

17
18

Okay.

Mr. Chair, and no --

I'm not going to let this continue much

more.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

I'm not going to continue.

I'm just

19

going to thank Mr. Vanderbilt for understanding that

20

I just wanted to get clarity from his comments that

21

he is not making an insinuation, whether it's, you

22

know, intended or not, I want to understand as a

23

member who's trying to get information to help me

24

render decisions.

25

forward and make comments, I want to make sure that

And if he's willing to come
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1

what he says is what he means, how I interpret it.

2

And I want to let him know I interpreted what he's

3

saying as this, and does he mean it that way?

4

he's given me that response and I wanted to thank

5

him for that.

6

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

8

MR. VANDERBILT:

9

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

10

And

Thank you.

That's fine, Mr. Kane.
Yeah.

Thank you.
Okay.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Councilwoman Johnson.
Yes, DeGray, thanks very much.

I

11

was just looking at your May -- There is a copy, May

12

8th, 2002.

13

they can have a chance to look at it, it -- I mean,

14

I'm reading it and I can see why you would have that

15

impression, because he talks about meetings and

16

things directly relating to Molokai Ranch.

17

for the other members, it's a communication from

18

Mancini Welch & Geiger, LLP, May 8th, 2002, to

19

Richard Minatoya.

20

suggestions he has after having met with Corporation

21

Counsel.

22

corning from.

23

And just for the other members so that

So that

And he outlines, you know, the

And perhaps that's where some of this is

My question to DeGray, though, is that one of

24

the statements that you made, and I just need to

25

understand this, we're trying right now to look at
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1

some of the potential problems that is allowing more

2

lots than were originally agreed to in the original

3

Ag. Bill.

4

and resubdivision.

5

the things either within the Ag. Bill or the

6

subdivision ordinance that is a problem?

7

clarify?

8

9

MR. VANDERBILT:

And I think you mentioned consolidation
Do you see that as maybe one of

Could you

in

Well, there is a re- -- under the

the code a reconsolidation and resubdivision

10

ordinance, but that was passed some years ago.

As a

11

matter of fact,

12

that hearing was Tom Welch from Mancini's

13

organization in favor of that.

14

and read the minutes from that to try to figure out

15

what the intent and purpose of that was,

16

to put a simplified way of resolving boundary line

17

disputes between neighbors or within one lot.

18

wasn't intended to take like in that yellow area

19

from one resort and say, look it,

20

these 32 lots into 2-acre lots, but I -- and then

21

I'm going to say I can do that and I'm going to

22

transfer that down to another area and develop

23

smaller lots than allowed under the ago subdivision

24

law.

25

think,

the only person that testified at

But if you go back

it was just

It

I can subdivide

So this is one situation where -- and I

just

I mean, when you're -- when you have a big
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1

piece of property and you have lobbyists and you

2

have attorneys, you've got 24 hours a day to figure

3

out ways to look at the law and try to get what you

4

want done through that law by interpreting or

5

whatever way.

6

Our laws have a lot of gray areas in them and so it

7

causes some problem.

8

being tried to -- This is the first time this has

9

been tried in Maui County.

10
11

And I think that that's what happens.

But that's exactly what is

And I think hopefully

there will be some kind of good opinion coming out.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So if I understand you correctly,

12

then, in the reconsolidation and subdivision, as you

13

understand it, the intent was different than the

14

result that we're getting here?

15

MR. VANDERBILT:

This is a transfer of development rights,

16

which is -- there is no enabling ordinance in the

17

County of Maui to do that.

18

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

Okay.

That's one question.

19

And I had one more, Mr. Chair.

You made mention of

20

the fact during your testimony that there is the

21

ability or at least I think I heard you say the

22

Administration does have the ability to at least,

23

you know, stop this, or I'm paraphrasing what you

24

said.

25

that.

And I just need to know what you mean by
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MR. VANDERBILT:

Well, under the County Code, the sub --

2

the Subdivision Code 18.04.030, it states that the

3

Public Works Director shall not approve any

4

subdivision that does not conform to or is

5

inconsistent with the County General Plan, the

6

community plans, land use ordinance, provisions of

7

the County Code and other laws such as HRS 205

8

relating to the use of land.

9

case of -- before this approval, it hadn't been

And clearly in this

10

determined whether it was consistent with the

11

community plan.

12

Administration -- administrative action, and it

13

needs to be consistent with all of these laws.

14

even though the subdivision ordinance says that

15

preliminary approval will be given 45 days after the

16

submission of the application, there is in Section

17

18.08.100 under the subdivision rule the following

18

statement:

19

review the plan and may give approval of a

20

preliminary plat as submitted or as it may be

21

modified, or may disapprove the same and shall

22

express disapproval in writing.

23

also

24

also defer consideration of the preliminary plat

25

pending receipt of additional information, in which

And a preliminary approval is an

And

The Director of Public Works shall

And this is the key one.

The Director may
The Director may
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1

case the running time, the 45 days is suspended.

2

And -- and so there was a lot of things -- he -- the

3

Director on this plan had never gotten any response

4

from the Planning Director that this was consistent

5

with the General Plan and the Molokai Community

6

Plan.

7

far as Hawaiian Homes was concerned.

8

things misrepresented.

9

for -- he could have with -- you know, withheld this

There was a problem on the water situation as
There was

So he could have asked

10

thing and asked for more information.

11

do that on any time.

12

action on all subdivision approves until this

13

Council has had a chance to -- to determine whether

14

certain things were appropriate.

15

there is a mechanism which -- which can be applied.

16

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

And he could

You know, he may want to defer

Okay.

I don't know.

But

And then, to just follow up

17

on what you had just said, it's -- if I'm

18

understanding you correctly, then what you're saying

19

is that the way that it's working now is 45 days

20

after they get the application -- There is no

21

mechanism,

22

Director is obligated to review what's submitted

23

or -- Is that what you're saying, is that, you know,

24

they're just giving automatic approval without

25

MR. VANDERBILT:

I guess, within that 45 days where the

No.

They send it out for comment and
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1

then they send out a preliminary approval letter.

2

And if they don't get comments back, they say, well,

3

I guess they'll handle that down the road.

4

think when you give somebody a preliminary approval,

5

if you look in the Code, it says that if they meet

6

the conditions of that preliminary approval, they

7

get final approval and you get a major development.

8

Now, this -- this has about $140 million worth of

9

sales.

But I

They're going to be up in the $750,000 range

10

and their market is second and third home buyers,

11

according to the public information meeting on

12

Molokai.

13

for ago purposes.

14

intent of the Ag. Bill and, you know, the Public

15

Works should even go for a declaratory ruling with

16

the State if they wanted to.

17

some -- some declaratory rulings that said certain

18

developments like this need to get a

19

reclassification.

20

And they may have to use desalinated water
So this clearly isn't in the

And there's been

And that's all we're saying.

There was a fellow standing up here the other

21

day talking about ago subdivision developments.

22

Well, if you want to do these urban like

23

subdivisions where the County has to accept the

24

roads if the developer wants them to, then go for a

25

reclassification of the land to urban.
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1

all the State is saying.

2

urban development, reclassify the land to urban.

3

But right now there's no community plan review or

4

anything for these massive developments and they're

5

going to end up costing the County some big bucks.

6

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

If you're going to do

And so you're saying that this one

7

is still going through the process, or has it

8

already received preliminary subdivision approval?

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

MR. VANDERBILT:

It applied January 17th and received

preliminary subdivision approval on February 28th.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you very much, Mr.

Vanderbilt.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Any further questions for DeGray?

Councilmember Nishiki.
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

This one is really

16

disturbing, DeGray, and I think most of us share the

17

concern that this one, again, they found a loophole.

18

As one member said, you know, if you're going to

19

call a spade a spade, then that's what it should be.

20

But this one in this case is not in that manner in

21

how they crafted this pursuit of this now legitimate

22

subdivision.

23

how big an area?

24
25

MR. VANDERBILT:

So my question is:

155 ago lots in

That's about 200 and -- I think it's 214

lots, if I'm not mistaken, and it's -- it runs along
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1

5 and a half miles of undeveloped shoreline.

2

it's probably --

3

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

4

MR. VANDERBILT:

And

All beach front?

Well, yeah, that's -- it's a -- Well, the

5

second tier of lots isn't beach front, but the

6

others are.

7

expensive than Papohaku Ranch lots, which their

8

beach front lots are going 750 to 900 to a million

9

dollars.

10
11

And they said it's going to be more

So it's going to be pretty hard to do ago

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

And in this process that

they pursued there was no public hearing?

12

MR. VANDERBILT:

13

it.

No.

14

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

15

MR. VANDERBILT:

Nobody in the community knew about

No public hearing was --

If somebody from Land Use and Codes staff

16

hadn't called, I never would have known about it.

17

There were no community meetings, no -- But people

18

knew about this.

19

John Min knew about it.

20

for over a year and they've been having meetings,

21

which -- with John Min, which was perfectly fine

22

because under the subdivision law it says the

23

subdivider may call at the Office of the Department

24

of Planning for information regarding procedures and

25

general information that may have a direct influence

You know,

I know for a fact that

This has been in the works
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1

on the proposed subdivision.

2

into with the County on this and it was never

3

divulged to this -- this Council that that's coming

4

down.

5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

So a lot of work went

Have you -- have you done any

6

research to look at what the entire -- Was it one

7

parcel that got subdivided under this, one big

8

parcel?

9

MR. VANDERBILT:

That's approximately a 7,000-acre parcel.

10

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

11

MR. VANDERBILT:

12
13
14

Okay.

Which would allow you to do -- Mr.

Summers could -- could
COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Okay.

Anyway,

I think we need to

do some

15

MR. VANDERBILT:

It's a very complex organization.

16

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

-- investigation.

But if they can

17

legally do this under our subdivision law, it only

18

shows to this Council that perhaps we really need to

19

look at that.

20

MR. VANDERBILT:

Well, it's not sure whether they can do

21

that legally.

That's their legal opinion they're

22

wrestling with now to rationalize the development.

23

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

24

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

25

Okay.

Okay.

Thank you.

Any further questions for DeGray?

If not, the Chair has one brief question for you,
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DeGray.

2

specific suggestions, for instance, on the Ag. Bill

3

on what you could recommend to this Committee to

4

consider?

5

Chair was -- wants to go out to get specific

6

requests in or specific suggestions on where the Ag.

7

Bill can be considered for changes.

8

specific

9

In looking at these ordinances, do you have

MR. VANDERBILT:

You know, this is the reason why the

Do you have any

I would say that my specifics are in

10

the -- along with the 10 or 12 other groups that

11

testified.

12

through the Ag. Bill and suggesting ways that would

13

circumvent this kind of thing, but still preserve

14

the chance for true ago subdivisions.

15

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

It's on the record in writing going

I don't have those, but could you -- could

16

you submit them to us, the specifics, so that we

17

know what language we can look at and where you're

18

proposing changes?

19
20

MR. VANDERBILT:

I'll get copies from the County files.

don't have them.

21

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

22

MR. VANDERBILT:

23

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.
Committee members, it's still going to

24

take about five more minutes to get the copies

25

ready, so I'm going to take a five-minute recess.
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1

Or I will call you back to order as soon as I get

2

the copies.

10:32 a.m.

3

RECESS:

4

RECONVENE:

5

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

10:46 a.m.
Calling the Land Use Committee meeting

6

back to order.

7

colored copies.

8

please.

9

(Gavel.)

Recess.

MR. SUMMERS:

(Gavel.)

John, we now have the

Continue with your presentation,

Thank you, Committee Chair Arakawa, members

10

of the Land Use Committee, and the public.

11

the community plan map for Hana and you'll notice

12

that a lot of the open space in Hana is along the

13

shoreline, particularly around Hana Bay.

14

as you move further out, you'll see that it juts in

15

a little bit.

16

primarily that open space is limited to the

17

shoreline areas.

18
19

And then

You got a small area over here, but

Let me grab my notes.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

John,

just go very briefly over -- Show

20

everybody real briefly what it is.

21

identify each of the parcels.

22

This is

MR. SUMMERS:

Yeah.

Right.

Don't try and

Fifty-nine parcels, 48 of

23

which are private.

24

much the Hana Community Plan region.

25

limited amount of open space, but what they do have

If we look at
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is concentrated along the shoreline.

2

If we go on and look at --

3

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

4

MR. SUMMERS:

5

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

6

MR. SUMMERS:

Paia-Haiku.
Okay.

If we look at Lahaina

We have Paia-Haiku next on our maps, John.
Okay.

We're out of sequence.

7

might be towards the end there.

8

mind, if we could forward to Lahaina.

But Lahaina

So if members don't

Lahaina has -- the Lahaina Community Plan

9

10

region has a lot of open space.

11

you look through that plan and look at the policies,

12

there was a fair amount of attention paid to the

13

gulches in the area to protect drainage areas,

14

natural processes, and ecosystems.

15

fair amount along the shoreline.

16

presentation, I noted that there are quite a few

17

parcels out in the Lahaina Community Plan area.

18

we move a little further out, actually, towards

19

Olowalu, you'll see that there's open space along

20

the shoreline out at Olowalu and proceeding towards

21

Ukumehame.

22

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

23

MR. SUMMERS:

And you'll see, if

There's also a
And as in the

As

(Inaudible) .
And they did a really thoughtful job --

24

going back through that community plan and looking

25

at some of the discussions, they did a pretty
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1

thoughtful job with respect to designating open

2

space.

3

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

4

MR. SUMMERS:

And the numbers again, John?

5

pages long.

6

can get that for you.

7

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

8

MR. SUMMERS:

9

This is several

The numbers look like

I don't have the summations here.

I

It was in the presentation.

Yeah.
Which I'll print out for the -- for the

members and send them.

Actually, here it is, a

10

total of 174 parcels, 137 of them are private and 37

11

are public.

12

Okay.

Makawao-Pukalani-Kula has a fairly

13

limited amount of open space.

14

along the highway.

15

me go this way, enlarge it a little bit.

16

it along the highway as we drop down by the Pukalani

17

bypass and there's the -- this gulch that runs below

18

Kam -- the proposed school and the Dowling project,

19

Kaluapulani Gulch.

20

parcels Up-Country, 21 parcels, 20 of which are

21

private.

22

Okay.

Again, you can see it

Let me enlarge that -- Well, let
We've got

And, again, the number of

As we work our way down, we'll look at

23

Paia-Haiku.

24

has fairly limited amount of open space, but in some

25

pretty important locations.

The Paia-Haiku Community Plan region

Let's try to zoom up on
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that a little bit.

Here we can see as we approach

2

Paia Town on the mauka side of the road there's some

3

open space and we can see along Baldwin Beach

4

there's some shoreline areas out towards Kuau.

5

we're really, for the most part, limited to

6

shoreline areas.

7

conservation areas we would not

8

designated.

9

14 parcels, 13 of which are private.

So

Some of these areas -- Again,
would not be

And in Paia-Haiku the numbers look like

Looking at Wailuku-Kahului, Wailuku-Kahului

10
11

is a little bit more complex than some of the other

12

areas.

13

and we take in the pond, the Kahana pond, and the

14

area along the harbor.

15

significant portion of lao Stream and some gulch

16

areas.

17

is very familiar with all of these areas after

18

spending a lot of time working on the

19

Wailuku-Kahului Community Plan.

20

more dynamic in Wailuku-Kahului.

21

And we run all the way from Spreckelsville

And then we take in a

And Waihee Stream.

And I'm sure the Council

So it's a little

Looking at -- I don't have the Kihei map.

We

22

have some technical problems with the Kihei map, but

23

I do have it up here.

24

map.

25

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Let me grab my (inaudible)

That's okay, John, we can look at our --
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1

we can look at the individual ones we have, so you

2

can describe it for us.
(Inaudible) .

3

MR. SUMMERS:

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

6

MR. SUMMERS:

You need to use the microphone.

We need to have you on the mike.
Again, Lanai is a complicated situation.

So

7

you'll see that all this green area here is the open

8

space, and it takes in a significant portion of the

9

island of Lanai.

A lot of it is in the State

10

Conservation District and a lot of shoreline

11

districts that are in the SMA.

12

attention should be paid to really carefully looking

13

at the permitted uses and analyzing how those would

14

play out in an area as vast as Lanai.

15

there's a lot of subsistence activity, hunting and

16

hiking and things in these areas that we need to

17

respect.

18

Lanai Planning Commission.

19
20

So a lot of

That's what we heard when we met with the

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Chairman, if we can just ask some

quick questions that --

21

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Councilmember Hokama.

22

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Since we're on Lanai.

23
24
25

And, too,

John, didn't

we cut out those areas that were Kuleana lands?
MR. SUMMERS:

That's correct.

There is a provision in the

plan specifically that excludes the Kuleana lands.
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1

Those lands within the SMA, and, again there's the

2

State conservation stuff.

3

to be meted out.

4

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

5

MR. SUMMERS:

Okay.

So all of that would need

Thank you, John.

And in Kihei, the most significant feature

6

is the Kealia Pond Complex.

7

of these little drainage areas, greenway paths and

8

whatnot that need to be looked at.

9

fairly significant amount of it along the shoreline

10
11
12

And then we have a lot

There's also a

as we head out towards Makena.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

John, are you just about done with

that?

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

14

MR. SUMMERS:

15

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

I hope not.

That will do it.
Okay.

So as you can see, Council members,

16

if we're looking at as far as area-wise, you have a

17

brief map of where the open space is.

18

copy of a proposed ordinance that I would ask all of

19

you to look at and any recommendations that you

20

have, any areas -- remember, this is proposed, so

21

just because it's done in this format does not mean

22

that that's what we'll end up with.

23

looking at this and trying to analyze what needs to

24

be done and -- to get to where we want to go on this

25

Open Space Ordinance.
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We also have the Rural Ordinance for a quick

1

2

review.

3

particular ordinance, it's part of our Ag. Bill.

4

lot of this area that we're talking about conversion

5

is from the ago area that's currently looking --

6

that's in ago

7

process.

8

Bill.

11

Okay.

A

So this is part of that conversion
So I'm tying it in with the Ag.

John, go over the proposed suggestions.

9

10

And, again, when we're looking at this

ACTION: DEFER
5
REVISIONS TO "AG BILL" (AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT
ZONING ORDINANCE ( C.C. No. 02-95)

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

15

MR. SUMMERS:

This is yours, Chairman?

That was also passed out.
(Inaudible) .

Thank you, Committee Chair Arakawa, members

16

of the Council and the public.

We do have a draft

17

proposal for adding some new rural categories to the

18

Rural Zoning Ordinance.

19

on this ordinance back in 1997 and we were able to

20

for the first time enact and provide rural zoning

21

for the County of Maui.

22

time that additional categories would likely be

23

needed in the future.

24

focused on RU half acre, one acre, because those

25

designations were identified in the community plans,

And several members worked

We recognized back at that

At that time the Council
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1

because there were areas throughout the County that

2

had half acre and one acre lots.

3

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

4

MR. SUMMERS:

John, pull the mike.
When we deliberated on the Ag. Bill it was

5

recognized that rural zoning, additional rural

6

zoning categories would be needed.

7

recognized that to effectively manage lands in the

8

County they need a broad array of tools and open

9

space zoning is one of those tools, but additional

The members

10

rural categories were viewed as being very important

11

as a way to make the agricultural management system

12

work.

13

able to analyze a lot of areas that are currently

14

ago on the map, but for all practical purposes the

15

land use is rural, rural residential.

16

there's no appropriate category for that type of

17

land use in our zoning ordinance.

18

And the members during those discussions were

Okay.

But

So trying to develop a land use system that

19

works, provide options for Council members in the

20

future would suggest that additional rural

21

categories may be appropriate.

22

that.

23

We have reformatted in a way that is easier to

24

follow,

25

existing Rural Zoning Ordinance and adds three new

This ordinance does

It uses the existing Rural Zoning Ordinance.

to understand, but essentially it takes the
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categories.

2

page is -- are simply definitions.

3

definitions go in the front of the code and are used

4

in multiple zoning districts, okay, but they're new

5

definitions.

6

defined the uses that are proposed.

7

And we look at the ordinance, the first
These

We want to make sure that we have

On page 2 of the ordinance, again, you'll see

8

the purpose and intent of the ordinance, the same

9

language that's in the current Rural Bill.

I have

10

underlined a provision in there that adds some

11

language taken from the community plan.

12

read that for you.

13

and particularly appropriate given these new

14

categories.

15

consisting of small farms intermixed with low

16

density single-family residential lots.

17

Directly out of the community plan.

18

district categories provide different types of rural

19

zoning at different densities.

20

one acre categories currently exist.

So let me

So this language would be new

It says, to protect and preserve areas

Yeah.

Again, the

The half acre and

21

If we look at the third page of the

22

ordinance, you'll see that there is an -- there is

23

added an RR-2, an RC-5 and an RL-I0 category.

24

The RR-2 would have densities of around 2 acres.

25

Typical minimum lot sizes of 2 acres or equivalent
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densities.

The RC-5 category would be for areas

2

where there is a lower density, it's really small,

3

real small type of farming operations, mixed in with

4

smaller residential lots.

5

category would be areas that would have typical lot

6

sizes, minimum lot sizes of around 10 acres.

7

this corne pen -- this -- moving from left to right

8

on a half-acre densities to 10-acre densities,

9

having that range of options is -- is what the bill

Okay.

In the RRL-10

Having

10

provides.

11

to make our land use system more honest, okay, and

12

can begin -- And we think it is very important to

13

have these additional categories when we begin our

14

General Plan update.

15

categories and Council members understand when they

16

use the designations what to expect, it will really

17

make the whole process more effective.

18

it's very important to have the regulations in place

19

for the General Plan update.

20

And by providing that tool, we can begin

Because if we define the

So we feel

Again, the permitted uses follow to a large

21

degree the existing rural district.

22

have added some additional uses because on the

23

larger lots obviously some agricultural uses can

24

occur and we want to promote that type of activity.

25

This ordinance also has site plan conditions in the

Okay.
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1

back of the ordinance similar to the Rural Bill to

2

try to make sure that we have sensitive site

3

planning.

4

There is a very proactive, forward thinking

5

approach to rural planning now that we didn't have a

6

decade ago and it's called rural conservation

7

subdivision design.

8

area, you identify -- you work more with densities

9

rather than minimum lot sizes so you can protect

And basically you look at an

10

sensitive areas, cluster things or housing in areas

11

where it's more appropriate and leave other areas

12

open.

13

planning tools into this ordinance.

14

through the site plan conditions and the site plan

15

approval.

16

So we've tried to incorporate those new
And that occurs

That's pretty much it in a nutshell, but we

17

believe that this is a very important tool when you

18

look at our overall management of ago and rural

19

areas and how to best protect our agricultural areas

20

and provide for rural housing opportunities in a

21

planned manner.

22

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

23

MR. SUMMERS:

24
25

Okay.
That's pretty much it.

And, yes, we can go

into more detail maybe at -CHAIR ARAKAWA:

No, we're not going to.
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MR. SUMMERS:

2

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

3

Yeah.

We're not going to go into more

detail today.
Councilmember Hokama.

4

5

-- plan.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

Chairman,

just a simple question

6

for the Department, please.

7

been taken to the appropriate Planning Commissions,

8

also?

9

MR. SUMMERS:

Mr. Summers, has this

This -- this draft has not.

This is really

10

the very, very beginning stages.

11

that, to move it through a similar process that we

12

did with the Open Space Ordinance.

13

work by the Council on this as well, because we feel

14

that that input would be very important.

15

whatever approach the Committee Chair and the

16

Council would like to take with this ordinance.

17

again, we do feel it is a priority for our

18

Department.

19

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

20

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

21

We intend to do

We would welcome

So

So,

Okay.
Chairman, one very general

question, please.

22

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

23

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I'm not going to go into the

24

details.

Did the Department consider, Mr. Summers,

25

whether a subdivision request for one of these
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1

proposed categories was over a certain number, and

2

let's say I have 100 acres and I want to do --

3

consider doing 10 of those -- 10-acre lots with

4

10 -- a subdivision of 10 lots.

5

need additional review by the Councilor legislative

6

branch instead of just be an administrative

7

function?

8

9

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Councilmember Hokama,

That that would

just very briefly,

because we're dealing with the Ag. Bill, we also

10

have a sliding scale in the Ag. Bill.

Okay.

And

11

the intent would be that whatever lots were allowed

12

in the sliding scale for ago would follow over so

13

you could not get more lots than that by converting

14

to rural.

15

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So
I understand that, Chairman.

And

16

why I bring it up is because although I came in at

17

the tail end of that term and I did participate in

18

the final reading of that -- which is now the

19

current Ag. Zoning Ordinance.

20

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Right.

21

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

I believe the previous Council did

22

take into consideration, Chairman, that even under

23

the agricultural zoning -- subdivision request, that

24

if a -- a subdivision request was over a certain

25

number, that it would have to return under Title 18,
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Subdivisions.

2

conduct an additional review and take it to public

3

hearing if it deemed appropriate.

4

I'm bringing this up under this rural proposal that

5

if the Department also took that into consideration,

6

that that may be something that would be

7

incorporated or that an amendment to Title 18 would

8

also need to occur.

9

because it was part of the Agricultural Ordinance

10

Council would have the opportunity to

And that's why

And that's why I bring it up,

discussion.

11

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

12

MR. SUMMERS:

13

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

14

MR. SUMMERS:

I'll permit you to answer that, John.
An amendment -If you can.
Okay.

In the rural draft before you, in

15

this rural draft, currently there are no lands in

16

the County that are designated for these 2-, 5- and

17

10-acre rural categories.

18

redesignation of land from ago to rural is going to

19

require pretty extensive public review process

20

occurring through the General Plan update.

21

So there is going to be public review whenever any

22

land is moved from ago to one of these new rural

23

categories.

24

review, you're talking about the Title 18 would have

25

to be amended.

Okay.

So any

Okay.

In the Ag. District for that public
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

And thank you, Chair, for allowing

2

me to ask the question to Mr. Summers, because,

3

again,

4

good intentions get lost in someone or an entity

5

trying to circumvent the direction and policy of

6

Council for whatever corporate or personal reasons

7

that we may not be aware of.

8

ways to tighten it up

9

if you really want to do a residential subdivision,

I bring it up whereby a lot of time Council's

But I'm trying to find

tighten up our law so that

10

you corne in for residential zoning, don't corne and

11

hide under another zoning category.

12

I -- I asked that question, Mr. Summers, and I thank

13

you for your comments.

14

allowing me to ask those questions.

15

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

And that's why

And thank you, Chairman, for

So, Committee members, what

16

basically you're looking at now, these two

17

ordinances and the Ag. Bill that we have, but the

18

intent of the Chair was to go out and go to the

19

public and solicit information.

20

first meeting we would be handing out these two and

21

the Ag. Bill and the presentation that you had this

22

morning would be given.

23

would be soliciting in the first meeting.

24

just be hand -- passing these out.

25

asking the communities to review them and then to

Basically at the

The input is not what we
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comment back to us.

2

we would try and schedule, that's when I would like

3

all the Council members to be present so we would be

4

receiving information rather than just disseminating

5

information.

6

started the discussion because the Ag. Bill when we

7

completed the Ag. Bill and there has been

8

discussions that we should modify the Ag. Bill.

9

What the Chair would like to do would be able to

Okay.

So on that second meeting that

The Chair's -- again, we

10

take that bill with these two and ask, are there any

11

suggestions to make corrections to these bills or

12

comments on the bills that we have.

13

like to be able to go to the various communities and

14

disseminate this and make that request.

15

again, the process being that either myself and a

16

Council member in that area would do it the way the

17

Charmaine did it in her committee, or we would do it

18

at a full Council go out there.

19

full Council, remember the formality that we have.

20

It's going to be very difficult to be able to talk

21

to the community members as we're having -- as if

22

we're having a discussion, but rather it's a more

23

formal setting.

24

for permission to go out and to be able to present

25

this and then having -- trying to schedule a second

And I would

The--

But if we do as a

So that's why the Chair was asking
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1

meeting to receive all that presentation where all

2

the Council members could be present.

Okay.

3

At the same time, at the same time anyone who

4

has any suggestions that we want to start working on

5

any of these bills within Council, we'll start the

6

discussions in Council.

7

request to the community as those -- as we get that

8

back, we can also add that to our repertoire of

9

discussion.

Okay.

But having disseminated the

I don't intend to just sit this

10

on the side and wait until all that comes in.

11

I intend to do is start working on these bills with

12

whatever suggestions Council members may have and

13

start the discussion.

14

information back from the general public, then we

15

could add that to our discussions.

16
17

Okay.

What

And when we get the

Councilmember Nishiki.

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

You know, to follow up on

18

Councilperson Hokama's concern, it just so happened

19

that we were -- I was able to dig up some

20

information in regards to a '95 draft that would

21

require -- And I gave most of you the draft that was

22

proposed in '95.

23

When you mentioned, Alan, about the rush and it

24

being an imperfect bill.

25

that never got discussed that we could look at

I don't think we ever got to it.

But this was a vehicle
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1

immediately, which would require a public hearing by

2

the Council and approval by the Council in regards

3

to ago subdivisions.

4

pass this on to the Corporation Counsel and our

5

staff and look at this perhaps at our next meeting.

6

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

8
9

Okay.

So I would hope that we could

And that's fine.
Riki brought up a good question,

and this might be the answer.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

All right.

And, again, this is the way to

10

start the ball rolling to be able to try to get the

11

public input, as well as for us to start really

12

working on these ordinances.

13

we have dealt with these ordinances,

14

helpful to allow community associations and

15

organizations in the districts to be able to have

16

input to what the Council is saying.

17

we exclude them,

18

mistake.

19

get the input back.

20

And in the past when
I found it very

If they -- if

I think that would be a very big

So that's why I want to start and again

Councilmember Nishiki.

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

Yeah.

22

of course,

23

did at that time go out.

I just want to remind you,

'95 and 2002 is a lot different, but we

24

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Absolutely.

25

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

If you remember, you know, that
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Sol did take it out.

2

of concern, but somehow we didn't -- So I would hope

3

that when we look at this, we can, you know, make up

4

our minds that this may be a way in which to close

5

an immediate loophole in lieu of the concerns

6

brought before us numerous -- by numerous people.

7

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

9
10

Okay.

And this was an area that was

And, again -So this is something that I would

hope would be immediate.
CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Since the Ag. Bill was passed, there's

11

been virtually no movement at all on this.

12

again, this is my attempt to be able to get input

13

from the public, inform them what is going on, to

14

try and get input while the Council is working on

15

some of these bills.

16
17

Okay.

And,

So Councilmember Johnson.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes, I just -- you know, when we

18

do consider these measures that you're proposing,

19

Mr. Chair, I just want to state for the record that

20

my objective in sending this through to the

21

Committee is not to redraft or have the community

22

redraft the Ag. Bill.

23

Bill is a product of a lot of hard work, many

24

meetings, and I do not want to see people tampering

25

with the sliding scale or other things.

I think fundamentally the Ag.
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1

believe that in Title 18, as Mr. Nishiki has spoken

2

about, the Kuleana parcels which are now through

3

consolidation and resubdivision resulting in a

4

larger number of lots than were permitted underneath

5

the Ag. Bill and some of the abuses that are going

6

on with the development of ago land causing less

7

agricultural land to become available and what is

8

left available at much higher prices creating a

9

viability problem for our local farmers and anyone

10

that does generally want to go into agriculture.

11

intent is to leave that basic bill alone, but

12

address the issues that I just spoke about.

13

hoping that people understand that that's the spirit

14

that this is coming forward and not that the bill is

15

fundamentally flawed.

16

bill, but I think that there are some of these

17

things that we are now seeing in practice that I'm

18

very happy that you're taking this out so that we

19

can learn what it is that is creating these problems

20

and the inability to really look at our community

21

plans and how we can actually be in keeping with the

22

protection of agricultural lands, which is a very

23

significant part of almost everyone of our

24

community plans.

25

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

My

And I'm

I think that it's a good

And, again, please understand, this is
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1

open space, rural and -- and ag., so we're actually

2

dealing with two very large areas.

3

intent again is to give information to the public

4

and then later on to solicit that responses back.

5

So as far as the Ag. Bill in and of itself,

6

believe that all members should review the Ag. Bill

7

and there are areas that we might want to consider

8

making additions to or changing within the existing

9

bill.

Okay.

And the

I

The existing bill, in my opinion, is far from

10

perfect.

So whatever suggestions we have from this

11

body or from the public, we'll then be able to try

12

and consider it and discuss the merits of it.

13

I'm not going to close it -- close the discussion to

14

anyone segment at this time.

15

opening of that for discussion.

16

that has been brought up many times, for instance,

17

is looking at gentleman estates and creating a

18

different taxing mechanism for gentleman estates

19

versus true agriculture.

20

rural 2, 5 and 10, this may be a mechanism to be

21

able to change the taxing bracket.

22

why these things need to be discussed.

23

though the Chair's intent at this point is to go out

24

to public, we'll also have this discussion in

25

Committee because I think it has been discussed many

So

I think this is the
One of the areas

And in looking at the

Okay.
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1

times before the need to make some of these

2

adjustments.

3

the opportunity to have input.

4

we have the public working on it while we are having

5

our discussions.
Okay.

6

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

8

comment.

9

you.

10

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

And I want to make sure everybody has

So at -- Councilmember Kane.
No.

I'm sorry.

I apologize.

No.

And at the same time

No.

Please finish your

I didn't mean to interrupt

So back to where I started with this,

11

what I would like to do is I would like to get your

12

permission to do community meetings such as

13

Councilwoman Tavares had to be able to start

14

disseminating the information.

15

would be that this would be for dissemination and

16

explanation.

17

which I get all the Council members together.

18
19

And the commitment

The receiving of that information

Councilmember Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

And just as a

20

follow up to, I guess, your original proposal that

21

you made earlier this week.

22

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Right.

23

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

My comments -- I just wanted to make

24

sure that what I don't -- what I wouldn't support is

25

the formal process and then not reaching a quorum
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and falling back on an informal process.

2

think there are some issues there regarding Sunshine

3

Law, so that's primarily my concern.

4

looking at specifically going out to what

5

specific -- to what Member Tavares did for all

6

practical purposes, I think that for me I can live

7

with that process despite the fact that although

8

I -- we're all elected at large and we all need to

9

playa key role in all aspects of the community and

10

this would be a disadvantage for us if I'm not from

11

Lanai for me to actively participate in any

12

discussion for practical purposes in what you're

13

trying to achieve in gathering information and then

14

receiving that in a formal setting, I can live with

15

that.

16
17

Because I

If you are

So I can support you with that, Mr. Chairman.

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Any objections to my doing this as an

18

informal?

19

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

20

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

No objection.

If not, could I have a motion to allow

21

me -- Do I need a motion to allow me to do this,

22

Charmaine?

23

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No.

24

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

No.

25

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Okay.

Thank you.

I don't remember having
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a motion necessary.

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

3

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

No.

Then, Committee members, I will do it in

4

that format and I will be asking each of you within

5

your districts when we get to those districts to

6

participate with the Committee.

7

preference.

8

you for a list of associations within your district

9

that you would like us to contact to try and get the

You have first

But also I'm going to be asking each of

10

material to them in that particular district.

11

I'm going to ask you all of you to participate in

12

the work to make sure that each of the districts are

13

well represented and we get the information out to

14

the most people and most organizations that we can

15

that will be -- that we would like to really get

16

involved in this.

17

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

18

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

So

Okay.
Chairman.

Councilmember Hokama.
I would ask you to talk to our

20

legal people because from what I believe you are

21

initiating, sir, addresses the comments on page 2 of

22

the May 8th letter from Mancini, Welch & Geiger to

23

Mr. Minatoya to the County is moving forward in

24

amending the subdivision ordinance whereby the

25

County is showing its efforts into correcting or
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1

amending an ordinance and whereby their comments

2

that none of the steps occurred, they don't need to

3

follow certain rules and regulations.

4

that argument is now taken away.

5

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

Thank you.

Councilmember Johnson.

6

7

Okay.

I feel then

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Yes.

I also just wanted to

8

clarify from what you had said earlier that if there

9

is something very pressing, let's say what Mr.

10

Nishiki has raised, that we would still have the

11

ability to keep this item in Committee so that if

12

there is something that in the interim that needs to

13

be done in order to give us the time that we need,

14

that that would still be available.

15

amending Title 18 or whatever it might be, that that

16

option would still be available to us.

17

CHAIR ARAKAWA:

If it's

And, again, Councilwoman Johnson, none of

18

these are being taken out of Committee.

19

active items.

20

on each of these.

21

been asking each of you if you have suggestions on

22

what need to be worked on to submit it to the Chair

23

and we can start working on it.

24
25

And I intend to work

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

They're all
start working

The first layer, of course, has

Okay.

Thank you very much, Mr.

Chair.
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CHAIR ARAKAWA:

That's the intent.

Any further discussion, questions?

2
3

thank you for attending this meeting.

4

is adjourned.

5

ACTION:

6

ADJOURN:

(Gavel. )

DEFER

11 : 25 a. m.
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